NOTES:
1. HE LEAK TEST @ 1 ATM. 10x10^-8 CC/GS OR LESS.
2. HYDRO 630 VDC 500 MD 0.01 SEC MINIMUM, PIN TO PIN.
3. CONTINUITY TEST W/MATING PLUGS <1.0 0.
4. ALL TESTS ARE PERFORMED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.
5. ALL PARTS MUST PASS ALL TESTS.
6. PAVE# 2397 SHIPS WITH ITEMS 7 & 8 (CRIMP CONTACT PLUGS W/STRAIN RELIEFS) INCLUDED.
7. PAVE# 2397-1 SHIPS WITH ITEMS 9, 10, & 11 (SOLDER CONTACT PLUGS W/STRAIN RELIEFS) INCLUDED.
8. PAVE# 2397NP SHIPS WITHOUT ITEMS 7, 8, 9, 10, OR 11 (NO PLUGS OR STRAIN RELIEFS).
9. DIMENSIONS ARE INCHES [millimeters].